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Success Criteria

• I can accurately feed an underarm throw

• I can keep a rally going

• I can play cooperatively with a partner

• I can return a ball using a backhand

• I can return a ball using a forehand groundstroke

YEAR 6

Tennis
Lesson 3

Learning Objective
To use a split step to react quickly to the ball and keep a continuous rally going.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Jump and land with two feet so that you can push off in either direction.

Equipment

Optional:
Tennis nets

Cones x 60

Tennis Balls x 15

Tennis rackets x 30
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Teacher note: courts can be set up using cones and nets can be represented by a line of cones or using tennis nets if they are accessible.

Corners:
Split the class into four groups and assign each group to one corner of the teaching space. Time the pupils for 30 seconds in which they complete the following exercises. Complete the

circuit twice.

Corner 1: star jumps
Corner 2: high knees
Corner 3: jogging around the perimeter of the teaching space
Corner 4: squats

Make this harder by completing each exercise for 45 seconds. 
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Skill Development
30 Mins

Split step:
Explain to the pupils that the split step is a two footed jump which is completed from the ready position which helps you to prepare to move to the ball. It allows you to react quickly to

wherever the ball lands.

 
Catch me if you can!
Pupils place two cones approx. 10m apart and begin in the middle. One pupil begins as the leader and the other the catcher. All pupils begin on the teacher’s command, call out ‘3, 2, 1,

go!’ On ‘go’ the leader uses a split step then runs to either of their cones. The catcher also performs a split step and then attempts to reach the cone that the leader has chosen to run to

before the leader does. The pupil that gets to the cone first wins a point. Repeat five times before rotating roles.

Use two feet to jump forwards and land. This will allow you to push off in either direction.
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The ‘X’:
Teacher note: pupils will need four different coloured cones for this activity.

A Pupils work in their pairs and collect another two cones to create a box approx. 4m x 4m. One pupil begins in the middle of the box and the other pupil outside of the box. The pupil

outside of the box calls a colour. The pupil in the middle of the box performs a split step and then touches that colour cone before returning to the middle. How many can they complete in

30 seconds? A split step in the middle of the box must be performed for it to count. Each time, return back to the middle and perform a split step so that you can move in any direction.

B Repeat the activity above, this time the pupil outside the box underarm throws the ball to the coloured cone they have called. The pupil in the middle of the box performs a split

step, allowing the ball to bounce once before catching it at the coloured cone. Out of eight, how many can they successfully catch? Rotate roles.

After split stepping, move your feet quickly to get yourself into a position to catch the ball.

C Repeat the activity above, this time the pupil in the middle has a racket. When a coloured cone is called, the pupil in the middle performs a split step then moves to return the ball

using a forehand or backhand to their partner. Have eight turns before rotating roles.

Split step as the ball leaves the thrower’s hands so that you are able to move quickly to get into a balanced position to return the ball. Keep the ball in front of you.

Make this easier by going to each cone in turn instead of calling a random colour.

 

Back to the middle:
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Plenary

A Pupils play over the net, one pupil feeding and one pupil hitting. The pupil hitting places a cone in the middle of their playing area at the back of the court. Their partner underarm

throws the ball anywhere on the hitter’s side. The hitter performs a split step over their cone, returns the ball using an appropriate shot before returning to their middle cone and

repeating, Out of eight, how many can they return?

Split step as your partner throws the ball so that you can get yourself to the ball and in a balanced position to return it.

Make this harder by feeding the ball with a racket not throwing it.

B Both pupils place a cone in the middle of their playing area. Can they keep a continuous rally going returning to their cone each time and performing a split step?

 

Moving back rallies:
Each pupil takes four big steps back from the net at their side of the court and puts down a cone. Pupils rally over the net, within their space-the ball must bounce before their cone.

When they rally four in a row, they can move their cone back one step. Challenge the pupils to see how far they can get in a certain time. Teacher note: use a line on the floor or line of

cones to show the maximum distance pupils can rally from. If they reach the line, ask them how many they can do in a row from that point.

Return to your cone each time and split step over it so that you are ready to move in any direction.

Make this easier by decreasing the number of shots in a rally before they move back.

5 Mins

Why is the split step important?

Were you able to use it and did it help you?


